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Abstract 1 

The past decade has experienced renewed interest in the physical processes that fold the developing cerebral cortex. 2 

Biomechanical models and experiments suggest that growth of the cortex, outpacing growth of underlying 3 

subcortical tissue (prospective white matter), is sufficient to induce folding. However, current models do not explain 4 

the well-established links between white matter organization and fold morphology, nor do they consider dramatic 5 

subcortical remodeling that occurs during the period of folding. This study proposes a novel paradigm in which 6 

cortical folding induces subcortical fiber growth and organization. Simulations incorporating stress-induced fiber 7 

growth indicate that subcortical stresses resulting from folding are sufficient to induce stereotyped fiber organization 8 

beneath gyri and sulci. Model predictions are supported by high-resolution ex vivo diffusion tensor imaging of the 9 

developing rhesus macaque brain. Results provide support for the theory of cortical growth-induced folding and 10 

indicate that mechanical feedback plays a significant role in brain connectivity.11 
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1. Introduction 1 

In gyrencephalic species, such as humans, several lines of evidence support a fundamental link between the structure 2 

of brain folds and the connectivity of underlying white matter. In clinical disorders such as epilepsy, autism, bipolar 3 

disorder, and schizophrenia, differences in both white matter organization and cortical folding have been reported1-4. 4 

In animal models, lesion experiments directed at specific axon fiber tracts have been shown to induce abnormal 5 

cortical morphology5. Furthermore, gyral and sulcal structure inherently influence the lengths of axons necessary to 6 

connect different regions of the cortex, such that cortical morphology and axonal “wiring length efficiency” are 7 

intrinsically linked6. However, the mechanistic relationship between white matter organization and cortical folding 8 

remains ill-defined. 9 

Several hypotheses have been proposed to explain the role of developing white matter in cortical folding (Fig. 1). 10 

Over the period of cortical expansion and folding, the subplate (prospective white matter tissue between the cortical 11 

plate and outer fibrous layers) transforms from a loose arrangement of cell bodies, radial glial scaffolds, and 12 

neuronal processes, into a tightly organized, axon-rich tissue7. Thickness of the subplate has been correlated to both 13 

gyrification and complexity of cortico-cortical (association) fiber systems, and short association fibers have been 14 

reported to emerge around the time of gyrification7-9. Based on these observations, some researchers have proposed 15 

that the subplate actively pushes the cortex outward to form gyri7-9, while others have proposed axons tether 16 

specific, highly connected regions6 to direct folding. However, physical measurements performed in developing 17 

brain tissue found mechanical stresses inconsistent with both of these proposed theories10.  18 

In light of these stress measures, recent studies have focused on a third potential mechanism of folding, in which 19 

cortical expansion – constrained by slower growth of the underlying subplate – eventually leads to mechanical 20 

buckling or creasing11-13. Critically, biomechanical simulations of this process predict tissue stresses consistent with 21 

experimental observations10. Among these studies, several have proposed that the subplate behaves as a viscoelastic 22 

material, based evidence that the subplate contains axons and that axons generally lengthen in response to sustained 23 

stretch14-16. Using both closed-form solutions and finite element modeling, Bayly and colleagues17 demonstrated that 24 

a viscoelastic subplate can produce normal brain folding, and that lissencephaly or polymicrogyria could be 25 

explained by a faster or slower viscoelastic response of the subplate relative to cortical growth rate. Expanding on 26 

this work, simulations by Holland and colleagues18 illustrated how patterned subplate orientations could bias the 27 
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location and direction of buckling-induced folds. However, a limitation of both studies was the application of 1 

viscoelasticity to all subcortical tissue, rather than considering separate contributions of specific cellular constituents 2 

such as axons, which change dynamically over the course of subplate development. 3 

In this study, we incorporate dynamically-evolving fiber (axon) populations into simulations of brain folding, such 4 

that viscoelastic growth of the subplate depends on both the orientation and density of fibers in the tissue. 5 

Importantly, growth only occurs in fiber populations, such that an axially stretched axon may grow along its length 6 

but not in directions perpendicular to this axis. As a consequence, the dominant fiber orientation at a given location 7 

within the subplate evolves based on the cumulative forces it has experienced. Simulations predict the development 8 

of distinct patterns of fiber orientations beneath gyri and sulci, which emerge as a consequence of folding-induced 9 

stresses. In order to determine whether such patterns can be found in developing brain tissue, high resolution ex vivo 10 

diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) was performed on fetal rhesus macaque brains at developmental stages in which gyri 11 

and sulci are forming, gestational ages (G)85 and G110. Water diffusion in the subplate proximal to the cortical 12 

plate is indeed found to exhibit anisotropy, with the least restriction direction of displacement parallel to the primary 13 

fiber orientation predicted by simulations. Together, these results support a novel paradigm in which cortical folding 14 

influences subcortical organization, rather than only vice versa. This demonstration that mechanical stresses are 15 

sufficient to induce realistic fiber orientation distributions provides further evidence for cortical expansion-induced 16 

folding, as well as a new role of tension-induced axon growth in neuronal development that is of relevance to the 17 

interpretation of abnormal folding patterns observed in mature brains. 18 
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 1 

Figure 1. Cortical folding and subcortical organization. (a-b) Magnetic resonance images of the fetal human brain 2 

at the onset of cortical folding (a) and after formation of cortical folds (b). Magnetic resonance images of the fetal 3 

human brain taken from Gholipour et al19. (c) Mechanisms proposed to actively induce cortical folding include axon 4 

tension that pulls together specific areas of cortex (top), subplate growth that exerts an outward push to form gyri 5 

(middle), and constrained cortical growth that induces mechanical buckling or creasing (bottom). 6 

 7 

2. Results 8 

2.1. Subcortical growth based on mechanical feedback predicts asymptotic increase in fiber density. 9 

To model subplate reorganization based on mechanical feedback, new constitutive equations were required to 10 

describe the biological behavior of viscoelastic fibers (axons and other processes such as radial glial scaffolds) 11 

embedded in a soft tissue (cell bodies, extracellular matrix, water).  12 

In continuum mechanics, observable deformation of biological tissue can be conceptualized as a combination of 13 

growth, the deformation due to increases in size or number of cells and cell processes, and elastic deformation, the 14 

deformation due to mechanical tension or compression20. The total observable deformation is described 15 

mathematically by the three-dimensional tensor 16 
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      𝐅 = 𝐅∗ ∙ 𝐆       (1) 1 

where F* is the elastic deformation tensor and G is the growth tensor. In the cortex, growth can be simply defined to 2 

occur at constant rate (see Materials and Methods), as a consequence of biological processes including the 3 

intercalation of cells into the cortex21 and tangential expansion of cortical neuropil22. In subcortical layers, however, 4 

viscoelastic fibers must be defined to grow or shrink in response to mechanical tension or compression, respectively. 5 

This response has been studied extensively in axons from a variety of adult and embryonic sources14-16,23, and more 6 

recently in fibers of non-neuronal cells such as astrocytes24. Importantly, growing fibers represent just one 7 

component of the total subplate tissue. Thus, at each time point, the overall tissue growth rate in each orthogonal 8 

direction (i) is defined as 9 

     
"#!

"$
= 𝑓%𝑎(𝜎% − 𝜎&)𝐺%      (2) 10 

where Gi is the total growth in direction i, fi is the volume fraction of fibers oriented parallel to direction i, σi is the 11 

mechanical stress experienced by the tissue in direction i, and a is stress-dependent growth rate. The target stress 12 

(the threshold above which stress-dependent growth occurs), σ0, was set at zero, consistent with experimental studies 13 

suggesting an extremely low threshold for tension-based neurite elongation in embryonic forebrain neurons23,25,26 as 14 

well as previous models10,17.  15 

Based on histological studies suggesting that axonal fibers of the subplate are sparse and disorganized prior to 16 

folding7, fiber volume fractions were defined to be uniformly distributed and account for only a small fraction of the 17 

overall tissue volume at the outset of all simulations. However, as the model progresses, Eq (2) dictates that only 18 

fiber components of subcortical tissue grow in response to stress, with fibers only permitted to grow in the direction 19 

of applied tension. Based on these assumptions, the fiber volume fractions evolve over time according to the 20 

function 21 

    𝑓%(𝑡) = 	 '"!#$%&,!'()(*+
= #!($)*!,,

∑ #-($)*-,,
.
-/0 ,*1,,

     (3) 22 

where fi,0 is the initial volume fraction of fibers in direction i, and fc,0 is the initial volume fraction of non-fiber 23 

components (cells, extracellular matrix, and water), which do not grow.  24 
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 1 

Figure 2. Tissue remodeling based on mechanical feedback. (a) Expected subplate changes reported over the 2 

period of folding. (b) Hypothetical tissue volume element with embedded fibers in initial configuration (left), 3 

immediately after stretch (middle), and after fiber growth to relieve tension over a short period of time (right). 4 

V0=initial volume, V=current volume, fi=volume fraction of fibers in i-direction. (c) Theoretical solution for 5 

sustained uniaxial tension (σi,0) over time (nondimensionalized such that t*=aσi,0 t), starting from an initial fiber 6 

volume fraction of 10%. 7 

 8 

The physical consequences of these assumptions are illustrated in Fig. 2. For a block of tissue subjected to uniaxial 9 

tension, fibers parallel to the direction of applied tension will slowly elongate (Gi >1), leading to an increase in the 10 

total volume of fibers aligned in this direction. Due to Poisson’s effect, compressive stresses perpendicular to the 11 

applied tension may also cause perpendicular fibers to shrink slightly. As a result of these effects, the volume 12 

fraction of fibers parallel to the applied tension (fi) increases, with fi slowly approaching 1 as time approaches 13 
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infinity (Fig. 2c). This behavior is predicted for all cases in which a>0, with a controlling the rate at which fiber 1 

growth and remodeling occurs under sustained stress, σi,0. At the global level, an increase in fiber volume fraction is 2 

consistent with reported increases in subcortical fiber content over the course of cortical folding7, during which 3 

subcortical layers are generally held in a state of tension10. 4 

2.2. Cortical folding stresses induce stereotyped pattern in developing fiber networks.  1 

To characterize the influence of mechanical feedback on fiber organization in the subplate (Fig. 1), the growth 2 

behavior described in Eqs 1-3 was applied to a simple three-dimensional model of cortical folding. First, we 3 

considered a spherical initial geometry to approximate the curved shape of the unfolded brain (Fig. 3a). This 4 

symmetric geometry avoids folding biases induced by curvature variations11,13 and enables precise control over other 5 

factors that may bias the initial direction of folding11,17,18. To break symmetry and induce the first fold, a small 6 

region of the cortex was defined to grow 5% faster than adjacent cortex, consistent with measured variations that 7 

have been proposed to influence formation of primary folds27. Cortical growth rate was set at gc=0.02 days-1 (d-1), 8 

based on total surface area change observed during early rhesus macaque development28, such that the total 9 

simulation time spans a period of 50 gestational days and a 6-fold increase in cortical surface area.  10 

Material radial, circumferential, and meridional orientations were defined from the initial spherical coordinate 11 

system (e1, e2, e3, respectively) and tracked over the course of deformation. In gyrencephalic species, radial glial 12 

fibers have been reported within the subplate prior to folding, in addition to more randomly-oriented axonal fibers29. 13 

To match the weak radial orientation observed in early subcortical layers, initial radial and tangential fiber volume 14 

fractions were defined as f1,0=0.12 and f2,0= f3,0=0.1, respectively. To determine a reasonable range of values for the 15 

stress-dependent fiber growth parameter, a, we examined prior neurite elongation experiments, which are diverse in 16 

terms of neuron type, magnitude of applied stretch or stress, and parameters measured (Supplementary Table 1). For 17 

studies reporting force-dependent elongation rates, calculated values of a ranged from 0.02 Pa-1d-1 in chick 18 

embryonic forebrain neurons25,26 to 0.1 Pa-1d-1 in chick embryonic dorsal root ganglia neurons30. For experiments 19 

reporting stretch-dependent elongation rates18,31, conversion based on reported Young’s modulus for individual 20 

neurites, ranging 100-4,600 Pa32,33 yields the range a = 0.0004-0.02 Pa-1d-1. Recent experiments using ultra-long 21 

astrocyte processes, designed to mimic radial glial scaffolds, have also reported viscoelastic behavior, though 22 
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stretch-dependent elongation rates were four to six times slower than rates in neurites24. The following simulation 1 

results considered a value of approximately a = 0.001 Pa-1d-1 for all fibers, though model behavior across the full 2 

range of values was also explored (Supplementary Figure 1).  3 

Fig. 3 depicts the progression subplate organization over the period of cortical expansion and folding, with 4 

nondimensionalized simulation time, T = gc t, ranging from 0 to 1. Prior to cortical folding, cortical expansion 5 

induced low levels of tension throughout the subplate (Fig. 3b). As folding commenced, tension that evolved 6 

beneath prospective sulci was primarily tangential, while tension that evolved beneath prospective gyri was 7 

primarily radial, consistent with mechanical stresses measured in the developing ferret10. As a consequence of fiber 8 

elongation in response to stress, tension throughout the subplate caused total fiber volume fraction to increase 9 

steadily over time (Fig. 3c). Furthermore, localized patterns of stress led to increased tangential fiber volume 10 

fraction and decreased radial fiber volume fraction beneath sulci (Fig. 3d). Similarly, increased radial tension 11 

beneath gyri led to increased radial fiber volume fraction.  12 

 13 

 14 

Figure 3. Cortical folding induces stereotyped fiber organization beneath gyri and sulci. (a) Model geometry 15 

before and after folding. For the axisymmetric model, material coordinate directions are defined in radial (e1), 16 

circumferential-tangential (e2), and axisymmetric-tangential directions (e3), and can be followed over the course of 17 
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deformation. Asterisk denotes location of symmetry-breaking perturbation. (b-d) Evolution of maximum 1 

nondimensionalized Cauchy stress (tension), total fiber density, and directional fiber components in the subplate 2 

over the course of folding (from top to bottom, simulation time T=0, 0.5, 0.75, 1). In (d), fiber volume fraction in a 3 

given direction is represented by both color and line thickness. 4 

 5 

2.3. Experimental evidence supports the predicted pattern of fiber orientations within the subplate. 6 

To validate subplate anisotropy predicted in simulations, high resolution DTI measurements were performed on ex 7 

vivo fetal rhesus macaque brains. In these results, the primary eigenvector of the diffusion tensor is expected to be 8 

colinear with the dominant fiber orientation within a given image voxel. Primary eigenvectors for data collected 9 

from a gestational day (G)85 and G110, of a 168 day gestational term for rhesus macaques, are shown in Fig. 4a and 10 

4b, respectively.  11 

Fig. 4a (inset) shows a lateral view of the G85 cerebral cortical surface, and a fractional anisotropy (FA) parameter 12 

map of a slice oriented as indicated with the yellow dashed line. This gestational age is when folding of the cerebral 13 

cortex is first initiated, and only rudimentary grooves, which will mature into the superior temporal sulcus and 14 

sylvian fissure, are observable. As documented previously, FA within the cortical plate at this gestational age was 15 

uniformly high (approximately 0.7-0.8)28,29. In contrast, FA within the subplate is extremely low (0.1-0.2)29. Fig. 4a 16 

(main) shows primary eigenvector maps within the area indicated by the red rectangle of the inset image. Primary 17 

eigenvector directions are shown for the cortical plate (blue lines), subplate (yellow lines), and deeper layers (green 18 

lines) including the outer fibrous layer, outer subventricular zone, inner fibrous layer, inner subventricular zone and 19 

ventricular zone. In spite of the low FA value, the primary eigenvector orientation is radially oriented within the 20 

subplate, which may be attributed to the influence of radial glial fibers. No evidence of tangential subplate 21 

organization was observed beneath early-stage sulci, contradicting prior interpretations that subplate orientation 22 

drives formation of folds8,18. However, this observation is consistent with our model (Fig. 4c) in which the primary 23 

eigenvector direction, calculated from fiber volume fractions, remained slightly radial from model initiation (initial 24 

fiber volume fractions set such that f1,0 > f2,0= f3,0) through early folding (T = 0.75). 25 
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Fig. 4b shows the analogous FA map for a rhesus macaque at G110, after primary sulci have formed. Although the 1 

magnitude of FA within the subplate remains much lower than within the cortical plate, the orientations of primary 2 

eigenvectors within the subplate neighboring the sulcus have changed from a radial to a tangential orientation. The 3 

tangential orientation of primary eigenvectors within the subplate beneath the sulci is consistent with the tangential 4 

orientation found beneath sulci in our model (Fig. 4d). 5 

  6 

Figure 4. Anisotropy in the developing subplate matches model predictions.  (a-b) Primary eigenvector directions 7 

(tick marks) based on high-resolution DTI of the rhesus macaque brain at G85 (a) and G110 (b), at the slice 8 

indicated by the yellow dotted line and location indicated by the red box. Fractional anisotropy (FA) maps are 9 

shown as an underlay. (c-d) Primary eigenvector directions (tick marks) based on the fiber volume fractions 10 

predicted by our model at the onset of folding (c) and after fold formation (d). FA* maps are based on the 3D tensor 11 

describing model subplate volume fractions, with cortical FA* (not defined in model) set to 1 for visualization. Tick 12 

marks are colored such that blue=cortex, yellow=subplate, green=deeper subcortical layers.  13 
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The primary eigenvector maps of Fig. 4 suggest consistency between primary eigenvector orientations measured 15 

with diffusion (reflecting fiber orientation) and primary eigenvector orientations calculated directly from simulated 16 

fiber volume fractions. However, only a small brain region is shown, representing a projection of 3D information 17 
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onto a 2D plane. In order to confirm that the observed orientations are consistent with respect to gyri and sulci 1 

throughout the rhesus macaque brain, and that the tangential orientation observed near sulcal fundi are observable 2 

irrespective of projection plane orientation, angles between primary diffusion tensor eigenvectors and the local 3 

radial directions were calculated throughout the entire brain for four developing subjects. Primary eigenvector 4 

angles in the superficial subplate were quantified as shown in Fig. 5, with 0 degrees indicating radial alignment and 5 

90 degrees indicating tangential alignment (parallel to the cortical surface).  6 
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Figure 5. Primary anisotropy orientation across subplate in developing rhesus macaque. (a) Radial orientation 8 

vectors generated from a gradient representing distance from the cortical surface (red), and primary eigenvectors 9 

generated from DTI (green). For voxels at a set distance from the cortical surface (illustrated by yellow strip), 10 

subplate orientation angle was calculated as the angle between the radial (red) and principal anisotropy (green) 11 

vectors. (b) Subplate orientation angle mapped onto cortical surface reconstructions for one G85 (top) and three 12 

individual G110 (bottom) brains. Panel (a) modified from Wang et al29.  13 
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For all sulci, primary eigenvectors of the subjacent subplate were oriented in a tangential direction. In addition, the 15 

subplate beneath crowns of each gyrus consisted of primary eigenvectors with radial orientations. Results indicate 16 
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that tangential alignment near sulci, and radial alignment near gyri, is a general feature observed within the G110 1 

brain, whereas no tangential alignment is observed prior to sulcification in the G85 subplate.  2 
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2.4. Mechanical feedback may induce organization of deep fiber tracts 4 

Based on the effect of folding-induced stresses on subplate organization, we hypothesized that other mechanical 5 

stresses may induce additional features subcortical fiber organization. To test this hypothesis, alternative model 6 

geometries were considered to more closely approximate structural features of the developing brain.  7 

To approximate the elongated structure of the temporal lobe or an entire hemisphere (anterior-posterior axis longer 8 

than superior-inferior or medial-lateral), an ellipsoidal – rather than spherical – initial shape was selected. Since the 9 

curvature variation in an ellipsoid is sufficient to bias the location of the first fold, no variation in cortical growth 10 

was necessary to break symmetry in these simulations. To examine the effect of deep brain structures, two models 11 

were considered: (i) an ellipsoid containing solid tissue, to approximate deep gray matter structures, and (ii) an 12 

ellipsoid containing a tissue-less inner lumen, to approximate a cerebrospinal fluid-filled lateral ventricle. Fig. 6 13 

depicts the progression of subplate organization for each case. 14 

In contrast to spherical models (Fig. 3), both ellipsoidal models predicted increased tension along the length of 15 

ellipsoid, resulting in more tangentially-organized fibers in the middle of the ellipsoid and more radially-organized 16 

fibers at the poles (Fig. 6c). In models with an inner ventricle, cortical expansion also predicted strong tangential 17 

tension near the ventricular surface, leading to a primarily tangential orientation along the ventricle. For the 18 

ellipsoidal case shown (Fig. 6, bottom), tangential organization was first apparent along the middle third of the 19 

ventricle but eventually propagated to the poles as well. These trends are consistent with high tensile forces near the 20 

ventricle in the developing ferret brain10 and anisotropy previously reported in the rhesus macaque prior to folding29. 21 

By contrast, models with a solid inner core generally maintained radial organization throughout deeper layers (Fig. 22 

3), with the exception of a relatively weak tangential organization along the middle of ellipsoidal models (Fig. 6, 23 

top).  24 

To confirm these predictions, model fiber orientations were again compared to high resolution DTI in the rhesus 25 

macaque. As shown in Fig. 6a (bottom), FA increased and tangential primary eigenvectors were visible near the 26 
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ventricle in the G85 macaque brain, consistent with previous reports by Wang and colleagues29 (Fig. 5a). 1 

Furthermore, tangential organization along the ventricle was most apparent in the lower curvature portion (along its 2 

length), suggesting that organization near the poles occurs later, consistent with the predicted time course of the 3 

ellipsoidal model with ventricle (Fig. 6b-c, bottom). By contrast, low FA and radial organization persisted above 4 

solid deep-brain structures such as the basal ganglia (Fig. 6a, top). 5 

 6 

 7 

Figure 6. Stresses predict accurate trends with respect to deep fiber tracts. (a) Primary eigenvector directions (tick 8 

marks) based on high-resolution DTI of the rhesus macaque brain at G85 at the slice indicated by the yellow dotted 9 

line and locations indicated by the red and blue boxes (ADC map shown to visualize deep gray matter structures). 10 

For maps showing primary eigenvector directions, fractional anisotropy (FA) maps are shown as an underlay. 11 

Tangential orientation is visible along the ventricle prior to folding. (b) Primary eigenvector directions (tick marks) 12 

based on the fiber volume fractions predicted by ellipsoidal models with solid core of tissue (top) and open inner 13 

ventricle (bottom). (From left to right, T=0, 0.5, 0.75, 1.) FA* underlay is based on the 3D tensor describing volume 14 

fractions in our model (see Materials and Methods for details). Tick marks are colored such that blue=cortex, 15 

yellow=subplate, green=deep brain structures. (c) Directional fiber components at T=1, with fiber volume fraction 16 
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in a given direction represented by both color and line thickness. On an ellipsoidal geometry, tangential fibers 1 

accumulate first and in greater magnitude along the longer axis, both along the ventricle and in intermediate layers. 2 

 3 

3. Discussion4 

Stretch-induced elongation of axons has been well established in cultured neurons14,16,23,31, and previous models 5 

have proposed a role for this phenomenon in gyrencephalic brain development17. However, to date, mechanics-based 6 

investigations have struggled to reconcile the mechanical features of developing brain tissue10 with the 7 

organizational features hypothesized to influence brain morphology. In this work, we extend previous strategies for 8 

simulating brain folding by incorporating subplate remodeling via stress-induced growth of fiber populations. The 9 

resulting mechanobiological model facilitates predictions of not only cortical morphology, but also primary fiber 10 

orientations observed in the developing subplate. Starting from a smooth cortex and unpatterned subplate, 11 

simulations predict consistent patterns in subplate fiber organization as the result of cortical expansion and folding. 12 

Predicted spatial and temporal relationships are supported by DTI measurements of fiber orientations in the 13 

developing rhesus brain, as well as previously reported mechanical measures. Mechanobiologically-induced patterns 14 

described in this study may relate to features of normal and abnormal white matter organization observed across 15 

gyrencephalic species including human. 16 

Linking microscopic measures of viscoelasticity to macroscopic models of folding.  17 

In this study, we defined and tracked growing fibers as a specific tissue component within the subplate. This 18 

approach offers significant advantages over previous models, which considered the subplate as either a homogenous 19 

composite material10,17 or an anisotropic but static matrix of fibers18. First, this approach enables simulation of 20 

subplate tissue remodeling, with the goal of recapitulating the dramatic change in subcortical fiber content observed 21 

during the period of folding7-9. As illustrated in both the simple solution for uniaxial stretch (Fig. 2) and the 3D 22 

finite-element simulation of cortical expansion and folding (Fig. 3), a state of sustained subplate tension predicts 23 

increasing fiber content, consistent with observations during development7. Second, this approach enables more 24 

precise application of viscoelastic properties reported in previous studies, such as individual axon elongation 25 

experiments.  26 
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Review of the previous elongation experiments revealed considerable variability in experimental approaches and 1 

reported viscoelastic parameters (Supplementary Table 1), highlighting the need for accurate and consistent physical 2 

measures. Furthermore, even among methodologically similar studies, a wide range of axon elongation rates were 3 

observed for different neuron types, at different stages of maturation. These differences may relate to availability of 4 

biological resources such as cytoskeletal proteins required to elongate neurites, which may be developmentally 5 

regulated34. Fewer experimental studies have considered the viscoelastic behavior of non-neural tissue components. 6 

However, radial glial leading edges have been shown to extend at rates comparable to axonal growth cones35, and 7 

astrocyte processes have been shown to elongate under sustained tension in vitro, though at a slower rate24. 8 

Additional studies are needed to clarify the rates of tension-induced elongation of various fiber types in the context 9 

of brain folding, ideally in relevant gyrencephalic model systems such as the developing ferret or rhesus macaque. 10 

In this study, we showed that a model using realistic parameter values, based on axon elongation studies and other 11 

experimentally-measured properties, can reproduce normal folding morphologies. However, only fiber elongation 12 

rates at the lower end of reported values produced a folded cortex (Supplementary Figure 1). By contrast, with 13 

sufficiently fast fiber elongation, growth of the subplate kept pace with the expanding cortex, dissipating the 14 

compressive stresses required to induce mechanical buckling or creasing. Past models have required even slower 15 

viscoelastic rates to induce folding under similar geometric and boundary conditions17,18. The ability of our model to 16 

induce folding under a broader range of viscoelastic growth rates can be attributed to the implementation of fiber 17 

volume fractions, which results in a slower net growth of the subplate compared to models for which viscoelasticity 18 

is uniformly applied. While simulations presented here do not distinguish fiber contributions from neuronal and non-19 

neuronal sources (neurites versus radial glial scaffolds), the need for values on the lower end of the experimentally-20 

reported range may reflect an early predominance of slower-growing fibers such as radial glial scaffolds24. 21 

Alternately, results may suggest a slower response of neurites under specific in vivo conditions during the period of 22 

folding compared to in vitro experimental conditions.  23 

Notably, previous studies have suggested a relationship between the rate of viscoelastic subplate response and 24 

abnormal fold morphologies. Bayly and colleagues17 showed that faster subplate response relative to cortical growth 25 

can lead to decreased folding (lissencephaly or pachygyria), while slower subplate response can lead to many small 26 

folds (polymicrogyria). By considering stress-dependent subplate fiber growth, additional insights may be gleaned in 27 
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terms of white matter organization. For example, both lissencephaly and polymicrogyria have been associated with 1 

reduced short-range association fibers in human36,37. In our framework, slower fiber elongation predicts not only 2 

increased gyrification (polymicrogyria) but also reduced overall fiber density (Supplemental Fig. 1a), consistent 3 

with reduced short and long-range connections reported in polymicrogyria37. Conversely, faster fiber elongation 4 

relative to cortical expansion predicts reduced gyrification but high overall fiber density. Consistent with 5 

observations in lissencephaly, simulations with fast fiber elongation predict the absence of folds leads to a reduction 6 

of tangentially-oriented fibers beneath sulci (short-range cortico-cortical pathways) but preservation of radially-7 

oriented fibers (projection pathways) (Supplemental Fig. 1b)36.  8 

Axon organization as a consequence, rather than a cause, of cortical morphogenesis 9 

In contrast to previous hypotheses that subcortical organization drives patterns cortical folding (Fig. 1), this study 10 

proposes a novel a framework in which folding-induced tension drives patterns of axon organization beneath gyri 11 

and sulci (Fig. 3). Two lines of experimental evidence support this generalizable relationship in developing 12 

gyrencephalic brains.  13 

First, the pattern of subplate tension predicted by our model – which is greatest along tangential directions subjacent 14 

to sulci, but radial subjacent to gyri – is consistent with the directions of tension measured in developing ferret brain 15 

tissue slices10. Previous models of cortical expansion-driven folding, including those without viscoelastic or fiber 16 

components, have also predicted subcortical stresses consistent with these measures10,38,11,17,18, but failed to link 17 

these patterns to developing subplate organization. By contrast, competing hypotheses for folding (Fig. 1) have 18 

focused on this observed link, but predict tension patterns inconsistent with tension measurements22. For example, if 19 

axon-induced tension “pulled” two regions of cortical plate together to form the walls of a gyrus or tether sulci 20 

down6 (Fig. 1, top), tension would be higher tangentially subjacent to gyri and radially subjacent to sulci. 21 

Alternately, if the subplate exerted outward force on regions of the cortical plate destined to become gyral crowns7-9 22 

(Fig. 1, middle), radial compression, rather than the observed tension, would be expected subjacent to gyri.   23 

Second, in this study we showed that DTI data from ex vivo fetal rhesus brain tissue exhibits a highly consistent 24 

pattern across all gyri and sulci at the gestational age in which cortical folds have recently formed (G110, Figs. 4-5). 25 

Within subplate tissue, the primary eigenvector of the diffusion tensor is parallel to the tangent plane of the pial 26 
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surface beneath sulci, while primary eigenvectors are radially-oriented in subplate beneath gyral crowns. Thus, the 1 

DTI data supports the model predictions that (i) tangentially-oriented subplate fibers are more abundant (i.e. have a 2 

higher volume fraction) than radially-oriented fibers at the base of sulci and (ii) radially-oriented subplate fibers are 3 

more abundant in the crowns of gyri. By contrast, results are inconsistent with the hypothesis that axons pull the 4 

cortex to form gyri, which would predict a reversed pattern of predominant axon orientations6. Model predictions in 5 

this study are also consistent with tractography studies using fetal human DTI, in which Takahashi and colleagues8 6 

reported fibers sweeping tangentially beneath sulci and radially into gyral crowns, similar to U-shaped short 7 

association fibers observed in the adult brain. However, contrary to interpretations suggesting subplate heterogeneity 8 

precedes and influences cortical folds7-9, our study found no evidence of tangential subplate orientation prior to 9 

folding, even once early sulci could be clearly delineated (G85, Figs. 4). Previous simulations of cortical expansion-10 

induced folding have illustrated the potential for pre-existing subplate orientations to bias the location and direction 11 

of folds18. While the results of this study do not rule out the potential influence of early subplate organization, 12 

simulations illustrate that pre-existing patterns are not required to produce the observed link between folding and 13 

subplate organization. 14 

Finally, based on the evidence supporting a relationship between folding-induced stresses and subplate organization, 15 

we considered the possibility that other mechanical stresses could contribute to white matter organization. Notably, 16 

in ellipsoidal models, we observed increased tension parallel to the long axis, prior to the onset of folding. The 17 

resulting accumulation of longitudinal fibers is strikingly similar to deep longitudinal fasiculi that span the long axis 18 

of the human brain: the superior longitudinal fasiculus, which runs from the frontal to occipital lobe, and the inferior 19 

longitudinal fasiculus, which follows the length of the temporal lobe. Furthermore, models with an internal lumen 20 

predicted tangential fiber accumulation at the interface between tissue and cerebrospinal fluid, with earlier 21 

accumulation along the middle of an ellipsoid than at the poles. DTI of the G85 macaque confirmed similar 22 

tangential organization at early stages in the intermediate zone between the occipital and parietal lobes, but not at the 23 

occipital pole (Fig. 6A)29. Eventual organization along the full perimeter of the ventricle has been reported in 24 

slightly later stages of development39,40. This organization of fibers around the ventricle, which occurred prior to 25 

folding, is consistent with well-established axon tracts, such as the corpus callosum and optic radiations, that wrap 26 

around the lateral ventricles in both gyrencephalic and lissencephalic species. By contrast, in models without a 27 

ventricle (Fig. 3 and Fig. 6 top), deep tangential tension did not develop and fiber orientation remained generally 28 
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radial. Just as tangential organization near the ventricle is consistent with tracts observed near the ventricular 1 

surface, radial organization extending from solid structures may relate to projection fibers (eg., corona radiata) that 2 

extend from deep structures such as the striatum. Therefore, we consider it possible that mechanical factors 3 

contribute to the development of these early-developing axonal fiber populations.  4 

 5 

Implications for interpreting abnormal patterns of cortical folding 6 

Previously, cortical folding abnormalities associated with neurodevelopmental disorders have been interpreted from 7 

the perspective that axon tension induces the formation of gyri and sulci. In this context, developmental mechanisms 8 

that influence white matter development, such as axon guidance, have been implicated as contributing to disease 9 

pathophysiology. However, here we present a role for mechanobiological cues, resulting from expansion and folding 10 

of the cortical plate, to induce growth and organization of axons. Thus, future research may consider the possibility 11 

that the neurodevelopmental disorder originates from disruptions to processes involved in expansion of the cortical 12 

plate, such as morphological maturation of neurons and synaptogenesis.  13 

 14 

4. Methods 15 

4.1. Mathematical Model and Simulation.  16 

All finite element simulations were performed using COMSOL Multiphysics software (version 5.3a, COMSOL Inc., 17 

Burlington, MA). Both spherical and ellipsoidal models utilized an axisymmetric domain and assumed quasi-static, 18 

time-dependent solutions. As in previous models of brain folding10,38, the elastic response of developing brain tissue 19 

(F*) was modeled as a standard neo-Hookean material: 20 

𝑊 = -

.
/𝐽∗/2.𝑡𝑟(𝐅∗0 ∙ 𝐅∗) − 33 + 1

.
(𝐽∗ − 1)..  (4) 21 

Here we considered a shear modulus μ=300 Pa and bulk modulus κ=100μ, based on material properties derived from 22 

previous studies10,17,41. The three-dimensional (3D) growth tensor, G, was defined to include orthogonal growth 23 

components such that 24 



 20 

 𝐺 = 𝐺2𝐞𝟏𝐞𝟏 + 𝐺.𝐞𝟐𝐞𝟐 + 𝐺5𝐞𝟑𝐞𝟑. (5) 1 

To simulate cortical surface area expansion, growth rate was defined in the cortex such that 2 

 
"#0

"$
= 0, 

"#2

"$
= 𝑔7𝐺.(𝑡), "#."$ = 𝑔7𝐺5(𝑡).  (6) 3 

These equations correspond to exponential growth in both tangential directions (𝐺. = 𝐺5 = 𝑒81$) and no growth in 4 

the radial direction (𝐺2 = 1). Cortical growth rate, gc, was estimated from an exponential fit of total surface area 5 

change observed during early rhesus macaque development28. 6 

As described in Eq. 2, growth of subcortical layers was defined by stress-induced fiber elongation, where σi (i = 1 to 7 

3) represent the radial, circumferential, and meridional components of the 3D Cauchy stress tensor, σ. This stress 8 

tensor is defined from the elastic deformation component of the total deformation tensor as 9 

 𝜎 = 𝐽∗/2𝐅∗ ∙ "9
"𝐅∗4

,  (7) 10 

where W is the strain energy density function and 𝐽∗ = det	(𝐅∗), the ratio of volume change due to elastic 11 

deformation.  12 

A range of values was considered for the stress-dependent fiber growth parameter, a, based on reported measures 13 

from previous studies, as described in Supplementary Table 1. For studies that reported force-dependent elongation 14 

rate (b, change in length per unit force per unit time), a was directly calculated as a=bA/L, where L represents initial 15 

neurite length and A represents neurite cross-sectional area. For studies that reported stretch-dependent elongation 16 

rate (Gaxon), a was approximated by assuming the stress-strain relationship for uniaxial stress and small deformations 17 

(σ=Eε), such that a = Gaxon/E. Main results in this paper considered a value of approximately a = 0.001 Pa-1d-1, with 18 

the effects of other possible values explored in Supplemental Information. 19 

4.2. Magnetic Resonance Imaging and Analysis.  20 

Ex vivo MRI scans were performed on four rhesus monkey brains, one form a control fetus perfusion fixed at G85, 21 

and three from three other control fetuses perfusion fixed at G11042. Postmortem fetal brains were cut into 22 

hemispheres and the right hemispheres were immersed in Fluorinert Electronic Liquid FC-77 (3M, St. Paul, MN) 23 
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during MRI scans and returned to PBS immediately afterwards. Experiments were performed on an 11.7 T small-1 

animal MRI system (Bruker, Rheinstetten, Germany) and a custom Helmholtz coil (5 cm diameter, 5 cm length) was 2 

used for radiofrequency transmission and reception. A multi-slice spin-echo pulse sequence (TR/TE = 15 s/30 ms), 3 

incorporating a Stejskal–Tanner diffusion sensitization gradient pair was used to acquire diffusion MRI data at an 4 

isotropic resolution of 0.3 mm for G110 hemispheres and 0.2 mm for the G85 hemisphere. A 25-direction, 5 

icosahedral sampling scheme43 was utilized for all experiments with 3 b0 images, and diffusion weighted images 6 

with a b-value of 2500 s/mm2. Standard procedures were followed to calculate eigenvalues (λ1, λ2, and λ3, listed 7 

from smallest to largest) and eigenvectors (v1, v2, and v3). DTI indices such as FA and ADC were calculated from 8 

the eigenvalues for each voxel.  9 

Brain segmentation was achieved by first intensity thresholding and then manual editing on the ADC maps using 10 

ITK-SNAP (http://www.itksnap.org 44). The resulting segmentations were used as input for the “SureFit” operation 11 

in the CARET software package (http://brainvis.wustl.edu 45) to generate cortical pial surface representations. 12 

To determine the dominant fiber orientation relative to the local radial direction (e1) of a given voxel, θ, the angle 13 

between v1 and the cortical surface norm, were estimated as illustrated in Fig. 5a. First, a distance matrix from pial 14 

surface was computed for each voxel from the whole brain segmentation. Then, a 3D gradient of the distance matrix 15 

was derived and, for a given voxel, oriented along the radial direction. θ, with the unit of degree and range of 0 – 90, 16 

was calculated for each voxel. A small θ indicates v1 is more radially aligned whereas a large θ indicated v1 is more 17 

tangentially aligned relative to cortical surface. To visualize θ within the superficial subplate across gyri and sulci, 18 

the superficial subplate (layer 4 in 29) were manually segmented and θ within this region were averaged from a 19 

radius of 2 voxels and projected to the nearest cortical nodes. 20 

5.3. Primary Fiber Orientation and Fractional Anisotropy Comparisons.  21 

For MRI data obtained in the rhesus macaque, primary eigenvectors and fractional anisotropy (FA) were calculated 22 

from the DTI scatter matrix using standard definitions. While these diffusion-based values offer an indirect measure 23 

of tissue properties, they are thought to generally reflect primary fiber orientations and tissue anisotropy resulting 24 

primarily from fiber distributions, though other factors such as myelination and stress state of various tissue 25 

components (permeability) also likely influence these maps. Thus, as a first approximation for simulation 26 
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comparisons, primary eigenvectors and fractional anisotropy were calculated from fiber and non-fiber tissue volume 1 

fractions as described below.  2 

First, a matrix describing the initial (orthogonal) fiber volume fractions was defined in the reference coordinate 3 

frame as: 4 

 𝐀 =	 >𝑓2 0 00 𝑓. 00 0 𝑓5?    (7) 5 

The coordinate transformation 𝐀; = 𝐅0 ∙ 𝐀 ∙ 𝐅 was applied account for rotations from the reference (initial) to 6 

deformed (final) configuration, which induces shear (non-orthogonal) components in the deformed configuration. 7 

Principal eigenvectors and eigenvalues of A’ (𝒗𝒊; and λ𝒊;, respectively) were calculated using COMSOL built-in 8 

functions. Similarly, the deformed radial direction was tracked with the coordinate transformation 𝒖𝟏; = 𝐅 ∙ 𝒖𝟏 to 9 

allow calculation of angle θ between the radial direction, 𝒖𝟏; , and first principal eigenvector, 𝒗𝟏; . 10 

Fractional anisotropy, which is 0 for a fully isotropic tissue and 1 for a maximally anisotropic tissue, incorporates 11 

information from not only fiber volume fractions, but also the isotropic tissue components represented by fc, which 12 

is distributed equally among the three principal eigenvector directions. Thus, simulated fractional anisotropy, FA*, 13 

was defined at each point as follows 14 

 𝐹𝐴∗ = E(=0
∗/=2

∗ )2,(=2
∗/=.

∗ )2,(=0
∗/=.

∗ )2

.(=0
∗2,=.

∗2,=.
∗2)

  (9) 15 

where λ𝒊∗ = λ𝒊; + 𝑓7/3, to account for the volume fraction of isotropic tissue that is distributed equally among the 16 

three principal eigenvector directions.  17 
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Supplementary Information 1 

 2 

Parameter determination for stress-dependent fiber elongation 3 

In determining parameter, a, representing stress-dependent elongation of fibers in the subplate, we considered values 4 

from a range of previous experiments and models, as illustrated in Supplementary Table 1. 5 

Supplementary Table 1. Parameter Range for fiber elongation based on available literature 6 

Source Cell type Force 

range, F 

(pN) 

Reported 

elongation rate, 

b or Gaxon 

Reported 

caliber, D 

(μm) 

Estimated 

rate, a 

(Pa-1d-1) 

Calculated 

response ratio, 

R  

Katiyar et al. 

2017 

P0-P1 murine 

cortical astrocytes 

~ 0.0125 1/h* ~ 0.0001 15 

Pfister et al. 

2004 

Embryonic rat 

dorsal root ganglia 

~ 0.076 1/h* 

 

~  0.0004-

0.02 

91 

Holland et 
al. 2015 

Embryonic chick 
sensory neurons 

~ 0.08 1/h  ~ 0.0004-
0.02 

96 

Chada et al. 

1997 

Embryonic chick 

forebrain neurons 

10-1000 1 μm/μdyne/h 

 

1.0 0.02 850 

Fass & Odde 

2003 

Embryonic chick 

forebrain neurons 

10-1000 1 μm/μdyne/h 1.0 0.02 850 

Zheng et al. 

1991 

Embryonic chick 

dorsal root ganglia 

250-5600 1.5 

μm/μdyne/h 

2.0 0.1 5,100 

Vincentiis et 
al. 2020 

P0-P1 murine 
hippocampal 

neurons 

<10 0.66 μm/pN/h 5.0  2.1 94,500 

*Calculated from reported data 7 

 8 

To bring these measures – as well as past model results – into a consistent framework, we considered R = Gaxon/gc as 9 

a nondimensionalized parameter representing the subplate (fiber) response relative to cortical growth. In this study, 10 

the elastic behavior of the subplate is approximated as a nearly incompressible material (μ = 300 Pa, κ = 100μ), with 11 

fibers growing only in response to axial tension. Under the assumption of an incompressible material undergoing 12 

small deformations and uniaxial tension, the stress-strain relationship for model fibers can therefore be 13 

approximated as σ = Eε = 3με, where E = 3μ approximates Young’s modulus of model fibers. Thus, for a given 14 

value of a, we define Gaxon = 3aμ such that R = Gaxon/gc = 3aμ/gc.  15 
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Using the neurite elongation rates reported for embryonic chick forebrain neurons (Chada et al. 1997), Bayly et al. 1 

(2013) roughly approximated a stress-dependent elongation rate constant of a = 0.003 Pa-1h-1, leading to R = 3,240 2 

based on approximations described here (R = 4,320 based on slightly different approximations reported in that 3 

study). Alternately, Holland et al. (2015) calibrated a stretch-dependent axon elongation rate of Gaxon = 0.08 h-1 and 4 

calculated R = Gaxon/gc = 96. Notably, in models that considered a curved geometry, Bayly et al. (2013) retreated to 5 

R values below 10, and Holland et al. (2015) to R = 32. This is because, for an enclosed geometry such as a sphere or 6 

ellipsoid, faster response R allows subplate growth to keep pace with the growing cortex, dissipating the 7 

compressive cortical stresses necessary to induce folding (Supplementary Figure 1).  8 

In our final model, we considered a ratio R = 60 (a = 0.0013 Pa-1d-1, μ = 300 Pa, gc = 0.02 d-1). As shown in 9 

Supplementary Figure 1, values as high as R = 120 facilitate folding on the same geometry, which is substantially 10 

higher than values considered in previous viscoelastic simulations of cortical folding on curved geometries (Bayly et 11 

al., 2013; Holland et al., 2015). This discrepancy stems the application of stress-dependent growth in only some 12 

tissue components: In our model, growth only occurs in fiber volume fractions, which comprise less than one third 13 

of the starting subplate volume, such that net growth of the subplate is slower compared to previous models that 14 

apply stress-dependent growth (a) to all subplate tissue. 15 

The effects of R on fold morphology agree with previously reported studies (Bayly et al. 2013): As R increases, 16 

folds are fewer, smoother, and take longer to appear. In terms of subplate organization, we note that – for all levels 17 

of R that induce folding – both sharp and smooth sulci lead to the accumulation of tangential fibers beneath each 18 

sulcus. However, the overall density of these tangential components depends on two competing effects: Under 19 

slower rates, more sulci develop (polymicrogyria), but tangential fibers have less opportunity for axon elongation 20 

(reduced overall fiber density at time of folding). Under faster rates, axons elongate freely, but fewer sulci develop 21 

(lissencephaly or pachygyria) that are capable of inducing tangential organization. 22 
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 1 

 2 

Supplementary Figure 1. Effect of stress-dependent fiber elongation rate on folding and subplate organization. 3 

(a)  Effect of faster fiber elongation for a given point in time (T=1, corresponding to 50 gestational days and a 6-4 

fold increase in cortical surface area). Faster fiber elongation leads to increased fiber density but reduced folding. 5 

At extremely high rates, stresses are fully relieved and effect of increasing R plateaus. (b) Fiber organization at the 6 

onset of folding, considering lower and higher subplate response. Slower rates lead to earlier-forming, sharper, and 7 

more numerous folds, while faster rates lead to later-forming, smoother, less numerous folds. For all rates that 8 

induce folding, tangential fibers are observed beneath sulci, but density and location frequency vary.  9 

 10 

 11 



Figures

Figure 1

Cortical folding and subcortical organization. (a-b) Magnetic resonance images of the fetal human brain
at the onset of cortical folding (a) and after formation of cortical folds (b). Magnetic resonance images
of the fetal human brain taken from Gholipour et al19. (c) Mechanisms proposed to actively induce
cortical folding include axon tension that pulls together speci�c areas of cortex (top), subplate growth
that exerts an outward push to form gyri (middle), and constrained cortical growth that induces
mechanical buckling or creasing (bottom).



Figure 2

Tissue remodeling based on mechanical feedback. (a) Expected subplate changes reported over the
period of folding. (b) Hypothetical tissue volume element with embedded �bers in initial con�guration
(left), immediately after stretch (middle), and after �ber growth to relieve tension over a short period of
time (right). V0=initial volume, V=current volume, �=volume fraction of �bers in i-direction. (c) Theoretical



solution for sustained uniaxial tension (σi,0) over time (nondimensionalized such that t*=aσi,0 t), starting
from an initial �ber volume fraction of 10%.

Figure 3

Cortical folding induces stereotyped �ber organization beneath gyri and sulci. (a) Model geometry before
and after folding. For the axisymmetric model, material coordinate directions are de�ned in radial (e1),
circumferential-tangential (e2), and axisymmetric-tangential directions (e3), and can be followed over the
course of deformation. Asterisk denotes location of symmetry-breaking perturbation. (b-d) Evolution of
maximum nondimensionalized Cauchy stress (tension), total �ber density, and directional �ber
components in the subplate over the course of folding (from top to bottom, simulation time T=0, 0.5, 0.75,
1). In (d), �ber volume fraction in a given direction is represented by both color and line thickness.



Figure 4

Anisotropy in the developing subplate matches model predictions. (a-b) Primary eigenvector directions
(tick marks) based on high-resolution DTI of the rhesus macaque brain at G85 (a) and G110 (b), at the
slice indicated by the yellow dotted line and location indicated by the red box. Fractional anisotropy (FA)
maps are shown as an underlay. (c-d) Primary eigenvector directions (tick marks) based on the �ber
volume fractions predicted by our model at the onset of folding (c) and after fold formation (d). FA* maps
are based on the 3D tensor describing model subplate volume fractions, with cortical FA* (not de�ned in
model) set to 1 for visualization. Tick marks are colored such that blue=cortex, yellow=subplate,
green=deeper subcortical layers.



Figure 5

Primary anisotropy orientation across subplate in developing rhesus macaque. (a) Radial orientation
vectors generated from a gradient representing distance from the cortical surface (red), and primary
eigenvectors generated from DTI (green). For voxels at a set distance from the cortical surface (illustrated
by yellow strip), subplate orientation angle was calculated as the angle between the radial (red) and
principal anisotropy (green) vectors. (b) Subplate orientation angle mapped onto cortical surface
reconstructions for one G85 (top) and three individual G110 (bottom) brains. Panel (a) modi�ed from
Wang et al29.



Figure 6

Stresses predict accurate trends with respect to deep �ber tracts. (a) Primary eigenvector directions (tick
marks) based on high-resolution DTI of the rhesus macaque brain at G85 at the slice indicated by the
yellow dotted line and locations indicated by the red and blue boxes (ADC map shown to visualize deep
gray matter structures). For maps showing primary eigenvector directions, fractional anisotropy (FA)
maps are shown as an underlay. Tangential orientation is visible along the ventricle prior to folding. (b)
Primary eigenvector directions (tick marks) based on the �ber volume fractions predicted by ellipsoidal
models with solid core of tissue (top) and open inner ventricle (bottom). (From left to right, T=0, 0.5, 0.75,
1.) FA* underlay is based on the 3D tensor describing volume fractions in our model (see Materials and
Methods for details). Tick marks are colored such that blue=cortex, yellow=subplate, green=deep brain
structures. (c) Directional �ber components at T=1, with �ber volume fraction in a given direction
represented by both color and line thickness. On an ellipsoidal geometry, tangential �bers accumulate
�rst and in greater magnitude along the longer axis, both along the ventricle and in intermediate layers.


